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Abstract
The evidence for excess smoothness of aggregate consumption and excess volatility of stock
prices is reexamined, using a method that nests parsimonious trend- and difference-stationary
specifications of the forcing processes, The confidence interval for the present value of an
:innovation to labor income is found to be very wide, so that aggregate consumption may be
anything from much too smooth to much too volatile. The confidence interval for the present
value of an innovation to dividends is narrower and weakly supports excess volatility in the stock
market.
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Inference in presen~ value models is notoriously sensitive to the time series specification

of the forcing process. Consumption, equity prices, and long-term bond yields have all been

found to be excessively volatile relative to the predictions of simple present value models when

income, dNidends, and short rates, respectively, are modelled as trend-stationary processes; these

results are reversed or greatly diminished when parsimonious difference-stationary specifications

are used instead.~ Unit root tests and related methods are commonly used to choose between the

non-nested specifications and the results derived therefrom. However, such procedures carry their
2

own sensitivities to specification as well as problems of finite sample level and power.

This paper proposes an alternative method for inference. Confidence intervals for the

present value of an innovation to the forcing process are computed for a model that nests the

competing parsimonious specifications. The model uncertainty to which inference is sensitive

is subsumed in the confidence intervals calculated. The nested model also allows plausible time

series behavior which parsimonious ARIMA specifications do not capture. The method avoids

entirely issues of the statistical properties of unit root tests.

The proposed method uses difference specifications that p ermit near common factors and

moving average roots near or equal to unity. Inclusion of near common factors is directly

contrary to the prescriptions of Box and Jenkins (1976), whose recommendation is based on the

poor statistical properties of parameter estimates when such factors are included. Estimation of

models with (near) unit moving average roots is also problematic, as documented by Plosser and

Schwert (1977) and others. This paper shows how tO construct confidence intervals that do not

inherit the poor distributional properties of the point estimates and permit valid inference.

This paper applies the proposed near common factor method to the questions of excess

smoothness of consumption and excess volatility of stock prices, using postwar quarterly data in

the first case and annual data since 1879 in the latter. In both cases the computed confidence

regions include the results of both parsimonious trend and difference specifications. Very wide

confidence intervals are found for the present value of an income innovation, so that consumption

~Examples of such results include Deaton (1987)for consumption, DeJong and Whiteman (1991)
for equity prices, and Cushing and Ackert (1994) for bond yields.

2St0ck (1993) provides a recent survey.



might be anywhere from much too smooth to much too volatile. Confidence intervals for the

present value of a dividend innovation are narrower and weakly support excess volatility of stock

prices. The two examples illustrate the importance of the discount rate per observation for

inference in present value models~. a higher discount rate reduces the importance of long horizons

of the impulse response function, about which the data contain little information.

The next section will discuss the use of near common factors to flexibly represent

persistence, with particular attention to their implications for present value estimates. Section 2

will review the undesirable statistical properties of standard methods when applied to processes

with near common factors, and propose an alternative method with more attractive behavior. It

will also compare the proposed method to fractionally integrated specifications. Section 3 will

present the empirical results, and Section 4 concludes.

1. Near-Common Factors and Persistence

A number of authors have made the point that the standard Box-Jenkins "principle of

parsimony" for empirical time series specification is not appropriate for investigation of longer-

horizon properties. This work predominantly concerns persistence in U.S. real GNP. Cochrane

(1988) and Christiano and Eichenbaum (1990) show how parsimonious ARIMA models constrain

the relationship of the estimated short- and long-run dynamics of a process, with the observed

short-run dynamics predominant in determining the estimates. Clark (1988) shows how the slow,

partial mean reversion estimated by an unobserved components model of GN-P (see also Watson

1986 and Cochrane 1988) implies near common factors in an ARIMA representation, and gives

simulation evidence of the poor distributional properties of near common factor estimates.

The importance of near-common factors in modelling persistence may be illustrated with

the ARIMA(1,1,1) model

(1)

where L is the lag operator, A is the difference operator (A---l-L), a, is a white noise innovation,

and ,o and 0 are respectively autoregressive and moving average parameters. In this paper, p is

assumed to lie in the open interval (-1,1), and {)is assumed to lie in the half-open interval [-1,I).



A uni~ moving average root (0=-1) cancels ~he difference operator and implies a stationary AR(1)

process; otherwise (0 ~ (-1,1)) the processes generated by (1) have a single unit root.
The impulse response function for the levels of {y~} as defined in (1) is given by

~=0

for horizon s = 1,...,c~ Thus,the long-run effect of an innovation is given by

1+0

1-p

while the rate at which the impulse response function approaches this limit is controlled by the

autoregressive parameter/9.

If 0lies in the interval (-1, -p), (3) indicates that a unit innovation will have a long-run

effect between zero and one, which property is denoted "partial mean reversion." If, in addition,

p is near one, this limit will be approached slowly. For example, p = 0.8 , 0 = -0.9 implies a

long-run effect of 0.5, and the impulse response function has declined halfway to this long-run

level three periods after the shock, p = 0.9 , 0 = -0.95 give the same long-run effect, but the

halfway point is not reached until six periods have passed.

Since sl0w partial mean reversion requires p to be near one and -0 to be between p and

one, it requires -0 to be near p and also near one. In such a case, the process (1) will be

difficult to distinguish from a random walk (the moving average factor nearly cancels the

autoregressive factor) and from a stationary AR(1) (the moving average factor nearly cancels the

difference operator). The principle of parsimony will prefer tO model {Yt} as an AR(t) with root

near or equal to unity, and thus as a process whose impulse response either decays to zero at rate

p or does not decay at alt.3 The slow partial mean reversion of the true process will not appear

in the parsimonious specifications.

3A Monte Carlo experiment reported in Blough (1994) indicates that, with p = 0.8, 0 = -0.9,
T=200, the Schwartz criterion chooses the true model for only three of 1000 replications.



The representation (1) nests the random walk and s~anonary AR(1) models as special

cases~ while allowing slow partial mean reversion. Model (1) also allows mean perversion:

when ,o ) -0, the long-run effect of a shock is greater than one.4 Campbell and Mankiw (1987)

report results for GNP with this property. If this condition holds but -0 is near to p, the

principle of parsimony will eliminate the resulting near common factors, suggesting tha~ standard

methods will understate the extent to which the data admit mean perverting representations.

Blough (1994) uses the method proposed in this paper to compute confidence intervals for the

univariate GNP impulse response function; the upper 95 percent confidence bound lies

substantially above that reported by Campbell and Mankiw.

The present value of an innovation in a general ARIMA(p,I,q) model is given by

1 1+ ~(/5’)(4)                q,(,)(L), =
1 -fl 1 - p(fl)

where fl is the (constant) discount factor and 0(L) and p(L) are, respectively, the autoregressive

and moving average polynomials. The annuity value of an innovation is

(5)

In the special case of the ARIMA(1,1,1) given in (1), this annuity value is

l+0fl0,#) =-l-off

Figure 1 shows the importance for estimation of present value models of the possible

existence of slow, mean reverting and mean perverting processes. The graph show level contours

of ~a(.) defined in (6), plotted against/9 and 0 for discount rate fl=0.995. Note that the contours

are ,.logarithmically scaled, and that each contour represents a doubling of the function.

4Unobserved components models with orthogonaI innovations are unable to represent such
behavior, as noted by Watson (1986).



The contours fan out from the point (off the graph) p=l/fl, 6a-lift. They lie very close

togetker in the upper-left-hand corner of the graph, where p is near one and ~9 is near minus

one. This is exactly the region where slow mean reverting and mean perverting processes are

found. Thus, if values of the parameters in this region are admissible, very precise estimation

of the parameters is necessary for precise estimation of the present value function. Further,

accurate determination of confidence intervals for the present value function requires careful

determination of the joint confidence region for p and O.

2. Confidence Regions for Near Common Factors

Standard Box-Jenkins analysis chooses the lowest order representation of aume series

consistent with the data, and hence eliminates from consideration specifications with near

common factors. This constraint can improge short-term forecasts even when the true process

does have near common factors, but can introduce severe specification biases in inference about

long horizon properties.

Estimation and inference are problematic when near common factors are permitted. This

section will review the inadequacy of standard methods, and then propose an alternative. The

results deal formally with an ARIMA(1,1,1) model. An approach to more general models will

be suggested, which will be used for the empirical work in Section 3.

2.1 Problems with Standard Methods

The ARIMA(1,1,1) model is nonlinear in the data. Standard methods (non-linear least

squares and maximum, likelihood, denoted NLLS and ML respectively) arrive at estimates and

form variance / covariance matrices using an assumption that the objective function (the sum of

squared errors or minus the log-likelihood) is approximately quadratic in the neighborhood of the

minimum. In particular, the estimated variance / covariance matrix 7 is formed Using the

Hessian of the objective function at the minimum, or an approximation thereof. This estimate

implies a confidence ellipse for the parameters 8-- (p, 0)’ defined by



where a is an appropriate critical value. If the quadratic approximation is accurate, the ellipse

(7) is a good approximation of a level set of the log-likelihood function. Hence, tests based on

(7) are approximately likelihood ratio tests,s

This procedure, which we will call the VCV method (in either its NLLS or ML fla~vors)~

is asymptotically valid as long as (i) p and 0 are each in the interior of the interval (-1,1), and

(ii) p~-O. These conditions require the true process to be stationary, invertible, and without exact

common factors. However, the VCV method has poor finite samp~le properties when the true

process has near common factors or moving average parameter near -1.

All points on the line p=O are observationally equivalent and therefore have the same

likelihood. Level sets of the likelihood function cannot be elliptical in this region, implying that

the likelihood is poorly approximated by a quadratic. Parameter estimates have poor

distributional properties, as documented by Den~ and Min (1978), Ansley and Newbold (1980),

and Clark (1988), among others. Confidence regions formed using (7) are badly behaved for two

reasons. First, because they are centered on the parameter estimates, they inherit the unpleasant

distributional properties of the latter. Second, because they are by construction elliptical, they

are poor approximations Of level sets of the likelihood function. Ansley and Newbold find severe

size distortion in t-tests of individual parameter vMues.

Table 1 shows how the Ansley and Newbold results extend to the properties of joint

confidence ellipses for p and 0. The columns labelled "VCV Method" give the empirical

probabilities that nominal 95 percent confidence ellipses fail to cover the true paramet, er values

(so that ideally the entries should all be 0.05). Results are for 124 observations (for use in the

applications :in Section 4); estimation was performed using a standard NLLS algorithm.6 The

5The ellipse (7) is based on a Wald statistic, and is known at least in the linear model to give a
smaller confidence region in finite samples than the likelihood ratio statistic (Berndt and Savin
1977). This effect is not the source of the problems to be discussed, however. In the
experiments below, Wald and likelihood ratio confidence regions differ trivially for models
without near common factors.

6Specifically, the BOXJENK command in RATS version 4.0. No attempt was made to search
over different starting values; replications that did not converge in 50 iterations, or converged
to points outside the parameter space, were discarded.
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Table 1

Monte Carlo Results

Empirica! probabilities of estimated 95 percent Confidence
regions ~failing to cover true parameter values.

T=124; 1000 replications; standard errors in parentheses.

VCV Meahod LRCR Method

p    0 2a(2) F(2,122) Zz(2) F(2,122)

0.077 0.070 0.049 0.046
0.60 0.00

(0.008) (0:008) (0.007) (0.007).

o.oo o.oo 0.364 0.363 0.075 0.070
(o.o15) (o.o15) (0.008) (0.008)

0.360 0,072 0.068
0.I0 -0.20

0.363
(0.015) (0.015) (o.oo~) (0.008)
0.437 0.064 0.060

0.85 -0.90
0.433

(0.016) (0.016) (0.008) (0.00.8)

0.95 -0.90
0.325 0.321 0.084 0.082
(0.015) (0.015) (0.009) (0.009)

0,99 -0.90
0.138 0.1.35 0.059 0.054

(o.o11) (0.oli) (0.007) (0.007)

0.80 -0.95
0.434 0.429 0.042 0.040

(0.016) (0.016) (0.006) (0.:006)

0.85 -0.95 0.460 0.45I 0.045 0.043
:(0.016) (0.016) (0.007) (0.006)

0.90 -0.95 0.416 0.414 0.072 0.068
(0.0!6) (0.016) (o.ooa) (0.00.8)

0.99 -0.95 0.326 0.321 0.090 0.083
(0.015) (0.025) (0.009) ,. (0.009)

0.80 -0.99
0.025 0.025

(0.005) (0.005)

0.85 -0.99
0.029 0.026

(0.005) (0.005)

continued



Table 1 (cont.)

VCV Method LRCR Method

p    0 Z~(2) F(2,122) F(2,122)

0.80 0.493 0.486 0.028 0.024
-1.00 (0.016) (0.016) (0.005) (0.005)

0.496 0.489 0.026 0.025
0.85 -I.00

(0.016) (0.0t6) (0.005) (0.005)

0.450 0.445 0.046 0.044
0.90 -1.00

(0.016) (0.016) (0:007) (0.006)

0.95 -1.00
0.467 0.465 0.051 0.046

(0.016) (0.016) (0.007) (0.007)

0.078 0.071
0.99 -1.00 0.463 0.455

(0.016) (0.016) (0.008) (0,008)

column headed "Z~(2)’’ takes the critical value c~ in (7) from the Z~(2) distribution. The column

headed "F(2,122)" implements a finite sample correction by setting cr equal to twice the 5 percent

critical value of the F(2,122) distribution (under a normal approximation, one-halfthe LHS of

(7) has this distribution).

For/9 = 0.6, 0 = 0, the 95 percent confidence ellipses fail to cover the true parameter

value with about 7 percent probability. The remaining parameter pairs have either near common

factors, moving average roots near -1, or both, and the results are very bad indeed. With the

exception of the strongly mean-perverting process/9 = 0.99, 0 = -0.90 (for which the rejection

probability is 13.5 percent), the confidence eIlipses fail to cover the true parameter values with

probabilities ranging from 30 percent to 50 percent] The VCV method is clearly useless for

inference when near common factors and/or slow mean reversion or perversion are possibilities.

7The entry for t9 = 0 = 0 gives the probability that the ellipse fails to cover that point. The
probability of the ellipse failing to cover observationally equivalent points along the common
factor line - the probability of falsely rejecting white noise - is much lower.
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These results are bad enough, but another complication arises in translating the confidence

regions for the parameter vector ~ into confidence intervals for the present value function ~

The function ~ is nonlinear; the VCV method forms confidence intervals using

(8)

where ~(b-) is the vector of first derivatives of ~’~ with respect to p and 0 evaluated at the

parameter estimates. The approximation (8) is based on a linearization. Accuracy of confidence

intervals constructed using (8) depends on the linearization being adequate over the confidence

ellipse for /9 and 0. Figure 1 suggests that this linearization will be inaccurate when the

confidence region for c~ is elongated a!ong the p=-O diagonal: a given distance gives a much

smaller change in the function in the middle of the graph than in the upper left comer. The

consequences of this approximation in practice wilt be apparent in Section 3.~

2.2. Likelihood Ratio Confidence Regions

The discussion in the previous section emphasized the failure of the quadratic

approximation to the likelihood function as a cause of the poor finite sample properties of the

VCV method for near common factor models. This failure means that a VCV confidence ellipse

can be a poor approximation to a level set of the likelihood function.

The altemative procedure proposed here calculates a level set of the likelihood function

directly. The procedure defines a joint ~onfidence region for p and 0 as the set of points in the

parameter space that are not rejected by a likelihood ratio test.

Definition. A Likelihood Ratio Confidence Region (LRCR) for the ARIMA(1,! ,1)

model (1) is defined by:

8Were the confidence regions for (p,0) accurate, this problem could be at least mitigated by using
corrections derived from an Edgeworth expansion (Phillips and Park 1988). That approach is not
pursued in this paper, because a more direct method for computing confidence intervals for W
will be available.
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where @ ,i9 ) are the maximum likelihood estimates and ~z is an appropriate

critical value (discussed below).

An LRCR need not be an ellipse. In fact, since the likelihood function takes the same

value for every point on the line p=-O, the entire line must fall in the LRCR if any point does

so.9 Since the likelihood function is continuous, inclusion of the common factor line in the

LRCR implies inclusion of near common factor points near that line along its entire length,

including points with slow partial mean reversion and mean perversion. Further, unlike a

standard confidence ellipse, an LRCR need not be centered on the parameter estimates° Thus,

while the maximum of the likelihood function is found and therefore maximum likelihood

estimates are implied, the poor distributional properties of the maximum likelihood estimates are

no, inherited by the LRCR.

Of course, in practice the likelihood function can only be evaluated at a finite number of

points. In what follows, it is evaluated at all points on the grid

(9) p E {-0.99,-0.95,-0.90,...,0.90,0.95,0.99}

E {- 1.0,-0.99,-0.95,-0.90,..., 0.90, 0.95, 0.99,1.0

Two sources of approximation error are introduced by use of a grid. Unless the true maximum

is at a point on ~he grid, computed likelihood ratio statistics will understate the true likelihood

ratio, which may lead to inclusion of points that should be rejected. On the other hand, the level

set of the likelihood function will not pass exactly through points on the grid, so points off the

grid that should be included may be ignored. These errors have opposite signs, and the results

suggest that neither is large.

9This is true only if the exact likelihood is computed. Approximations that assume presample
errors to be zero yield different values of the objective function for observationally equivalent
models along the common factor line.
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When the critical value c~ ~s taken from the 22(2) distribution, the LRCR is asymptotically

justified for all elements of the set {p E (-1,1), 0 E (-1,1), 19�-0} (in fact, the LRCR is

asymptotically equivalent to the VCV confidence ellipses for these points). The asymptotic

theory does not apply for points on the common factor line, nor for points on the line 0 = -1 .

Hansen (1991)presents asymptotic theory for the likelihood ratio statistic for p=-O. He argues

that a 2; critical value performs poorly in finite samples in this case~ However, Hansen uses the

critical values for the Z~(1) rather than the 22(2).l°

Monte Carlo results supporting the use of the LRCR are presented in Table 1, above.1~

The columns of the table headed "LRCR Method" give empirical probabilities that computed 95

percent LRCRs fail to cover true parameter values; as with the VCV method, results are for

T=124 and 1000 replications, and are given using both 22(2) and F(2,122) critical values.

The results are very encouraging. The LRCR improves on the VCV confidence ellipse

even for the parameter pair (p = 0.6 , 0 = 0) for which the latter performed well, having a 5

percent rather than a 7 percent rejection probability. More importantly, the LRCR performs quite

well for the processes for which the VCV ellipse failed miserably. When p=-0 (and the

likelihood ratio test is not asymptotically Z~), the 95 percent LRCR fails to include the common

factor line 7 percent of the time. None of the estimated probabilities exceeds 9 percent, in

comparison to the typical 30 percent to 40 percent probabilities found for the VCV confidence

ellipses

The most noticeable distortion of the LRCR occurs for processes with 0 = -1 . As p

declines away from the common factor line, the LRCR includes the true parameter value too

often. The probability of rejecting the true parameter value falls to 2.5 percent when p is 0.85

or less. Some distortion also occurs for 0 = -0.99, but it has largely disappeared for 0 = -0.95~

~°The condition t9=-0 appears to impose only a single restriction, hence the s!ngle degree of
freedom in Hansen’s paper. On the other hand, the unrestricted model has two degrees of
freedom while the restricted model has none, motivating the presumption of two restrictions in
this paper. The proof is in the pudding, of course; the results presented below show that the
~(2) critical values perform quite well.

~For each replication, the log-likelihoods were evaluated over the grid (9) using the Kalman
Filter (see Harvey 1981, ch. 5). Computations were performed in GAUSS.
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Table 2

Sample Size Effects: LRCR Method

Empirical probabilities of estimated 95 percent confidence
regions failing to cover true parameter values.

1000 replications, standard errors in parentheses.

T=50 T=124 T=500

p 0 z~(2) F(2,48) 22(2) r(2,122) Z~(2) F(2,498)

0.00 0.00 0.058 0.049 0.049    0.046 0.089 0.087
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.009) (0.009)

0.90 -0.95 0.037 0.031 0.072    0.068 0.052 0.050
(0.006) (0.005) (0.008) (0.008) (0.007) (0.007)

0.95 -1.00 0,057 0.041 0.051 0.046 0.012 0.012
(0.007) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.003) (0.003)

In the other direction, there is some tendency for the LRCR to miss the true parameter values too

often for Slow, mean perverting processes with near common factors, e.g. p = 0.99, 0 = -0.95.

Table 2 presents evidence on the effect of sample size on the performance of the LRCR.

For three parameter pairs, empirical rejection probabilities are given for 50, 124, and 500

observations. The results are consistent with asymptotic theory. Performance improves with

sample Size for the point /9 = 0.9, 0 = -0.95, where the LRCR is asymptotically justified

Performance deteriorates with sample size for the points p = 0 = 0 and p = 0.95, 0 = -I for

which the asymptotic theory does not apply. Overall, performance is quite acceptable for T=50

and T=124, but the results for T=500 suggest that the LRCR should be used with caution for

large samples.12

~2Hansen (1991) provides asymptotic theory for the likelihood ratio statistic in the presence of
common factors. Asymptotic results for processes with p converging to one and 0 converging
to minus one are given by Nabeya and Perron (1991). These results may be useful in improving
the performance of the LRCR for large samples.
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Once the LRCR for A) and 0 is determined on the grid, computation of confidence sets

for functions of the parameters is straightforward. The function is evaluated at each of the points

in the LRCR; a confidence region is formed by a suitable closure of these points. The

~confidence interval for the present value function is simply the minimum and maximum of

~(,fl, 0) over the LRCR. A simple graphical representation results from plotting the LRCR on top

of a contour map of the function, as will be done below. Such graphs may provide insight into

the relationship between the confidence region for (,o,0) and the confidence intervals for less

well behaved functions.

Use of the LRCR is not computationa!ly burdensome for the two-parameter ARIMA(1,1,1)

model, but full computation of LRCRs for higher-order processes is not practical. In this case,

inference can proceed by fitting a parsimonious model using standard methods, e.g.

An LRCR can then be computed for the parameters of an ARMA(1,1) model fitted to the

residuals

This implies the near common factor model

(12) (]-flL)(t-a(L))Ay, = (1 + OL)(1 + b(L))~,

for the original series.The LRCR for (l 1) will imply a confidence interval for

(13)

A confidence interval for q~ can be formed from

1 + b(~)(14) v, =
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treating the estimates a@) and b(L) as fixed. This will understate uncertainty about

however, in the applications below, uncertainty about gF swamps the omitted variance

2.3 Comparison to Fractionally Integrated Models

Fractionally integrated, or long-memory, models have recently been used for flexible

representation of the low-frequency properties of time series. An ARFIMA (autoregressive,

fractionally integrated, moving average) model is given by

(15) a(L)(1 - L)ay, = b(L)g,

where ,.the roots of a(L) and b(L) lie outside the unit cxrcle and the fractional integration

parameter d may take values on the real line. Such models are stationary and have invertible

moving average representation if de (-1/2,1/2), and by extension are difference stationary if de

(1/2,3/2) (see Sowell !992 and the references therein).

Standard stationary and difference stationary (ARMA and ARIMA) representations

correspond to the special cases d=0 and d=l, respectively Allowing d to take non-integer values

allows the ARFIMA model to represent long-run dynamics in ways that are unavailable in

parsimonious ARMA and ARIMA specifications. The impulse response function of an ARFIMA

model displays partial mean reversion for de (1/2,1). In comparison to the near common factor

model (1), the impulse response function converges to its long-run value more slowly; decay is

hypergeometric rather than geometric.

Suppose we wish to estimate a model that nests random walk and stationary AR(1)

processes, while allowing partial mean reversion. The near common factor model (1) does so

by considering p < 1 and letting 0 vary from -I (implying a stationary AR(1) process) to ~p

(implying a random walk). The same nesting can be accomplished with the ARFIMA model

(16) (1- pL)(1- L)ayt = g,

with d varying from zero to one. However, the statistical properties of estimates of (16) must

suffer from difficulties conceptually similar to those produced by near common factor models.
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The points (/9=0.d=l) and @~=l.d=0) are observationally equivalent and therefore approximation

of the likelihood function by a quadratic in the vicinity of these points will be inaccurate.

Existing results on the properties of ARFIMA models (e.g. Cheung and Diebold 1990,

Sowell 1992) do not consider joint estimation of p and d in (16) when p may be near one. In

practice, the fractional differencing parameter dis a substitute for autoregressive roots near uni~,,.

Diebold and Rudebusch (1989) examine consumption smoothness in an ARFIMA specification.

Their results, like those reported below; show a wide confidence interval for the present value

of an innovation to income. They are not as wide as those obtained below with a near common

factor model, and in particular do not include the results of parsimonious trend stationary

specifications. This results from the restrictions imposed by their specification procedure, and

not from any additiona! information that their procedure employs.

3. Application to Present Value Models

As discussed in the introduction, inference in present value models is commonly found

to be fragile with respect to the level of integration assumed for the stochastic process of the

fundamentals. The confidence regions proposed in Section 2 may be used to provide easily

interpreted results that are not subject to this fragility. Since the confidence regions are

constructed using the residuals of a parsimonious difference specification, the estimates of such

a specification necessarily lie in the confidence region. Such a specification implies p=-O ; by

continuity, the confidence region will also include points where p is near -0, and in particular

points where p is less than but near to one and 0=-1, These latter points are trend stationary

processes; thus, trend stationary processes with roots near unity are necessarily included in the

constructed confidence intervals. In this way, results using the near common factor model can

determine whether the apparently conflicting results of level and difference specifications are in

fact elements of the confidence region of a nested model.

This section provides examples of such analyses for two prominent present value models:

the permanent income hypothesis of consumption and the present value model of stock prices.

The results extend work by West (1988a,b) by explicitly allowing near common factors in the

ARIMA representations of labor income and dividends.
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The data samples contain approximately the same nurnber of observations in the two

examples (T=124 for labor income, T=120 for dividends). In both cases a constant discount

factor is used.~3 However, the appropriate per-period discount factor for the annual dividend data

is substantially lower than that for the quarterly income data. Because a lower discount factor

implies smaller weights on long horizons of the impulse response function, this difference will

have an important effect on the results.

3.1 Excess smoothness of consumption?

Deaton (1987) indicated that when labor income is modeled as a trend stationary process,

consumption appears to be too volatile relative to permanent income, while if labor income is

modeled as a difference stationary process, consumption appears to be too smooth. West (1988a)

showed that the latter result is robust to a variety of ARIMA specifications, and furthermore

continues to hold when account is taken of the information advantage of agents over the

econometrician]~ He concludes that "If . . income does have a unit root..., a stylized fact is

that consumption is insensitive to news about income."

West’s conclusion is based on analysis of a number of ARIMA models of the Blinder -

Deaton (1985) postwar quarterly data on labor income. West does not restrict the analysis to

parsi monious parameterizations: while B ox-Jenkins criteria select an ARIMA(I, 1 ~0) specification,

West analyzes parameterizations up to ARIMA(2,1,2).

In the absence of private information of agents, the PIH implies that the variance of

consumption changes should be ~.~ , where ~ is the annuity value of an innovation defined

13Much of the recent literature on both hypotheses permits the discount rate to vary. The results
reported here concern the extent to which the constant discount rate hypothesis is consistent with
the data, and thus the extent to which time-varying discount rates are empirically required.

~4Thus West’s results are not subject to the criticism of Quah (1990) regarding the permanent/
transitory decomposition observed by agents. West’s results are however subject to the caveat
raised by Flavin (1988): the correction for superior information of agents is valid only if the
permanent income null is true. Thus, in Flavin’s view, West provides valid evidence against the
permanent income ni~ll, but not necessarily in favor of an excess smoothness alternative. These
points are moot unless we are confident that consumption is too smooth relative to the univariate
labor income process.
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in (5) and o~ is the innovation variance of the labor income process. For each estimated process,

West computes an estimate of {// from the NLLS esnmates of the ARIMA parameters, and

computes standard errors using the VCV method described in Section 2. West found statistically

significant evidence of excess smoothness for all specifications used, apparently providing robust

evidence for the conclusion. However, VCV confidence intervals for g~ were shown above to be

unreliable.

Construction of an LRCR for ~ begins with a parsimonious representation. In this case,

such is given by the ARIMA(1,!,0)

(17) (1 - 0.44L)Ay, = u,

where the sample runs from 1954:I to 1984:IV (124 observations). The next step constructs an

LRCR for the parameters ,o and 0 of an ARMA(1,1) fitted to the residuals u,. This implies an

ARIMA(2,1,t) process for labor income, with one autoregressive root (given in (17)) treated as

fixed.

The resulting LRCR for/9 and 0 is graphed in Figure 2. The Z~(2) critical values are

used; the results in Table 1 suggest that these will yield a confidence region that is somewhat too

small. Also plotted are contour lines for

1    l+Ofl(18) =
1-0.44,/5 1-p~

using fl=0.995, as in West. Table 3(a) gives the resulting confidence interval for ~’, in

comparison to those found by West for ARIMA(1,1,0) and AKIMA(2,1,1) specifications, and also

shows the consequences for the excess smoothness int’erences (results for West are taken from

his corrected Tables 1 and 2, 1992).~5

The effect of using the LRCR is dramatic. The 95 percent confidence interval for N is

almost six times as wide as that found using the VCV method on an ARIMA(2,1,1) specification.

~The confidence intervals are not exactly comparable. West’s computed standard error allows
for uncertainty about all three parameters. Also, West’s standard errors are corrected for possible
heteroskedasticiry
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Table 3

Confidence Interval Comparison

(a) ConSumption (~ = 0.995)

Model Method 95 % CI for {¢ 95% CI for a~2

ARIMA(t,I,0) vev (i.39,2.19) (687.8, 3369) 246.1

ARIMA(2,1,1) VCV (1.33,2.49) (726.2,3527) 236.9

ARIMA(2,t,1) LRCR (0.085,6.51) (4.67,27386) 236.9

Note: First two lines are derived from Tables 1 and 2 of West (1992). Last line is computed as described in
text; confidencd intervals for that line treat as fixed the innovation variance of income, and well as one
autoregressive root taking the value 0.44.

(b) Equity Prices (fl = 0.94)

Model Method 95% CI for tIJ 95% CI for tI~2tr~2 ~p2

ARIMA(4,0,0) vcv (4.56, 17.0) (3.12,43.1) 252.8

ARIMA(4,1,0) VCV (7.17,29.7) (7.9~, 136) 244.4

ARIMA(1,1,2) LRCR (5.35 , 23.3) (4.05, 76.9) 254.6

Note: First two lines are derived from West (1988b). Last line is computed as described in text. All Iines
treat as fixed the discount factor and the innovanon variance of dividends. Last line treats as fixed one
moving average root taking the value 0.35.

The LRCR confidence interval for the variance in permanent income is (4.67, 27386) if the

innovation variance oa is treated as fixed. This confidence interval easily includes the variance

of .consumption changes estimated as 236.9. Thus, the apparent robustness of the excess

smoothness evidence is an artifact of the use of the VCV method in the presence of near common

factors.

The tow end of the LRCR confidence interval comes from the trend stationary

specification .o = 0.90, 0= -1.t6 This result coincides with Deaton’s observation that consumption

~rThere is no reason to believe that this point is spuriously included in the confidence set: the
empirical rejection probability in Table 1 is insignificantly different from 5 percent. In fact, the
likelihood ratio statistic for this point is 4.82, which has an empirical p-value of 9 percent. If
the grid were arbitrarily fine, the borderline processes would all have likelihood ratio statistics
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appears too volatile if income is estimated as a stationary process.

inter~al shows how this result fits into a nested analysis.

Further insight into the breakdown of the VCV confidence

factoring West’s ARIMA(2,1,1) model as

(19) (1-,oZ,)(1-0.55L)Ay, = (1 + OZ,)g,

The LRCR confidence

interval is obtained by

and estimating the parameters of this equation by NLLS. The ellipse resulting from the estimated

covariance matrix for (p,~ is plotted in Figure 3. The ellipse covers even more strongly trend-

reverting processes than the LRCR, but these are not reflected in the VCV confidence interval

for ~ The culprit is the linearization of gt implicit in (8). The estimated variance assumes that

q/ is approximately linear in p and 0, implying parallel contour lines. The contours are in fact

much farther apart in the neighborhood of the estimated parameters (around which the function

is linearized) than in the upper left comer of the parameter space, hence the dramatic

understatement of the confidence interval when the linearization is used. The LRCR method both

produces a more accurate confidence region for the estimated parameters and provides a more

accurate translation to a confidence interval for the function.

4.1 Excess volatility of stock prices?

The analysis of the permanent income hypothesis used a relatively high discount factor

(/3 = 0.995)~ implying high weights on long horizons of the impulse response function.

Application to stock market volatility illustrates the sharper inference provided by more rapid

discounting. The Shiller (1981) data, updated by Shiller through 1985 and by the author through

1991, provide 123 annual observations, almost equal in size to the consumption sample. Because

the data are annual and because of the well-known %quity premium" in the rate of return on

stocks, a significantly lower discount factor per period of observation is appropriate. The value

used here is fl = 0.94, which is consistent with the estimates in West (1988b). To grasp the

of 5.99; the procedure used here therefore underestimates the LRCR. The adjacent point on the
grid (p = 0.85, 0= -1, q/= 0.032) has a likelihood ratm statistic of 15.8 and is therefore strongly
rejected.
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importance of the difference, observe that the coefficient of the 100-period impulse response in

the present value function is 0.61 when/5=0.995, and it is 0.002 when/5=0.94. Uncertainty about

the long-horizon response receives dramatically lower weight with the lower discoum rate_

A parsimonious mode! of differenced dividends is the ARIMA(0,1,1)

(20)

Proceeding as before, an LRCR is computed for the parameters of an ARMA(1,1) fitted to the

residuals u,, implying an ARIMA(1,1,2) model for dividends. This LRCR is graphed in Figure

4. Note that, in comparison to the LRCR for labor income, few mean perverting processes are

lnglWdgd~~-CR--fo~--dividends. The evidence presented suggests that the process 2~)

(represented by the common factor line in Figure 4) displays about the maximum amount of

persistence consistent with the data.

The implicanons for stock price volatility are presented in Table 3(b) in comparison to

the results of West (1988b). The present value model implies that

(21) ~2.0_2 > 0_2p

where W is the present value of an innovation in dividends as defined in (4), o-,2 is the

innovation variance of dividends, and o-p2 is the variance of excess returns

(22) 2

The first two lines of Table 3(b) give West’s results using level and difference AR(4)

specifications. Since no moving average terms are included in these models, near common

factors are not a problem; however, the two specifications are not nested. The third line gives

LRCR results for the ARIMA(1,1,2) specification described above.

Because West’s confidence intervals reflect uncertainty about the discount factor, which

is treated as fixed in the LRCR results, comparability is not as close as for the consumption

results. The LRCR confidence interval for ~Y lies within the union of West’s leve! and difference

confidence intervals. All reported confidence intervals for the left hand side of (21) lie well

below the point estimate for @2, providing some evidence of excess volatility. However, the
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estimates of ~.~ have high variance (see West), and so the LRCR evidence is not definitive

without more careful accounting for uncertainty.

The results do indicate that use of the near common factor model does not necessarily

lead to a finding that the data are uninformative in present value modelS. Rather, i.t reflects the

importance of uncertainty about long horizons more accurately than parsimonious methods.

Confidence intervals depend on the discount rate relative to the number of observations; with

a low discount rate, long-horizon uncertainty is relatively unimportant.

5. Conclusion.

This paper introduces a well-behaved method for inference for univariate time series

models with near common factors. Applications to present value models show how valid

inference can be made using models that allow for fle×ible tong-run behavior, and in particular

models that nest the results of parsimonious level and difference specifications. The

infermatlveness of the data about the present value of renovations is found to depend sensitively

on the disceunt rate. The anatysis finds that postwar quarterly data are simply not informative

about the present value of an innovation to labor income, and "excess smoothness" of

consumption with respect to income is not a robust result. The evidence is somewhat stronger

for excess volatility of stock prices, assuming a stable process for dividends over the much longer

sample.
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FIGURE 4
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